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Highlighting Under-Followed Names in US
Cannabis
Awareness for public companies in US cannabis has come a long way in recent
years, however given the still limited amount of traditional sell-side research
coverage available many otherwise quality companies continue to fly under-theradar with little investor following.
In our view, investor awareness and a lack thereof is a key factor in the
disconnected US cannabis stock valuations whereby the largest MSOs garner the
most attention and thus premium valuations. The premium valuation for the
largest MSOs comes despite in many cases lower anticipated future growth and a
lack of takeout potential. As previously referenced, we believe takeout potential
should be a factor in valuation for all but the largest operators in the industry.
With the lack of awareness in mind, we plan to highlight unfollowed and underfollowed public US cannabis companies on an on-going basis. With this initial
report, we highlight PLUS Products and Vibe Cannabis. While not yet covering
either; in our opinion both companies have attractive opportunities for growth in
the near term with California centric existing operations. Due in part from a lack of
awareness amidst limited coverage, each trades at what appears to be a
significantly discounted valuation. With execution and enhanced awareness, we
believe each has the potential to eliminate the discount and provide outperforming
investor returns.
Plus Products (US OTC: PLPRF; $25M Market Cap)
• Leading edibles brand producer in California; PLUS’ gummies products
are some of top selling SKUs in industry.
• Anticipate growth on enhanced distribution, relationship with Eaze and
new product launches. Additional state expansion and licensing could also
drive upside.
• Shored up balance sheet and cost cutting initiatives allows for more
sustainable operations and lower bar for achieved profitability.
• Believe will be a likely takeout candidate in the near term from MSO or
brand centric SPAC looking for additional transactions.
• Discounted valuation relative to peers and M&A exits.
Vibe Cannabis (US OTC: VBSCF; $80M Market Cap)
• Profitable vertically integrated California operator with plans to expand
both in California and in additional states.
• Produce well-regarded line branded products under the Hype name.
• Opening new retail dispensaries in California and expanding cultivation
capacity.
• Capitalized to fund California growth objectives following recent
financings.
• Recently announced approval to build cultivation facility in
Massachusetts. Expect vertical integration in state to be a focus longer
term as well as additional state expansion.
• Discounted valuation relative to peers based on 2021 guidance.
• Could be a takeout for an MSO looking to scale in California.
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PLUS Products
PLUS manufactures a leading edibles brand in California (along with a limited initial exposure to Nevada). PLUS’ gummies
product line consistently garners a top share in the edibles category. According to company reports and data from Leaflink,
PLUS’ Sour Watermelon gummie was recently recognized as the top selling edibles SKU in California.
Growth has been challenged for PLUS in the last year due to the reliance on third party distributors and enhanced competition.
Additionally, we believe all edibles producers were handicapped in 2020 by the mix shift to flower during the pandemic. With
people at home, consumers increasingly shifted demand to flower.
PLUS, has shifted to a self-distribution model by enhancing sales staff to mitigate the distribution issue. Enhanced in house
distribution should drive a return of strong growth and the company has also increased its exposure to Eaze the leading home
delivery platform in California. Home delivery continues to gain share in California so the enhanced Eaze relationship should
provide additional demand. Management has also highlighted the expectation for growth to come from additional factors
including: new product launches, potential state expansion and licensing opportunities. Beyond management’s control, we
expect an uptick in all non-flower categories in the post COVID world with users increasingly consuming cannabis outside their
homes and accordingly again seeking discretion.
While growth has been challenged, PLUS management focused efforts to cut expenses making the threshold for profitability far
more attainable. It appears that profitable results should come within the next few quarters and in the interim the company has
reduced losses and quarterly cash burn to only modest levels. Additionally, as we have highlighted, PLUS successfully
refinanced a looming debt maturity this winter eliminating a significant challenge for the company and justified overhang for
investors. Debt now matures in 2024.
In short, PLUS appears to be a sustainable standalone business poised for growth (and likely profitable growth) in the near term.
A shorter-term exit through acquisition also seems probable given MSO interest in expanding brand capabilities and the
numerous brand oriented SPACs outstanding which continue to have cash following initial qualifying transactions this winter.
Regarding potential SPAC acquisitions, we believe investors will soon display impatience with a lack of action creating enhanced
motivation for operators to complete deals. We believe this was a primary reason for AYR’s historical discounted valuation
despite outperforming results prior to transactions made in late 2020.
For either an MSO or a SPAC, we believe PLUS represents an attractive takeout as pairing the brand with enhanced distribution
and production capacity could garner significant upside as well as name recognition given that consumers know the brand.
Relevant take-outs of significant branded product manufacturers in the past year include Dixie (BR Brands), Lowell Herb Co.
(Indus Holdings), Caliva (Subversive Capital) and Glasshouse (Mercer Branded SPAC). Of these Lowell, Caliva and Glasshouse
are primarily California centric like PLUS.
PLUS, currently trades at 1.8x 2020 revenues. This compares with forward multiples of 4.8x for Lowell Farms and 2.1x for
SLANG, two companies that we feel represent reasonable comparisons given brand focus and in the case of Lowell the
California centric exposure. At these levels, PLUS would be priced between $0.47 and $1.16 (vs. current $0.37).
Meanwhile in terms of takeout prices, Lowell Herb. Co. which was acquired by Indus Holdings with the resulting firm becoming
Lowell Farms represents in our view the closest comp. Lowell manufactured a leading pre-roll brand however the company
faced challenges to scale on a lack of vertical integration in California. Lowell was acquired at 2.6x 2020 revenues. At this level,
PLUS would be priced at $0.50.
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PLUS Products

Source: Company Reports

Vibe Cannabis
Vibe is a vertically integrated operator serving the California market. Vibe currently has five retail dispensaries and roughly 40K
sq. feet of cultivation. The company also has a branded products offering, under the Hype brand name. A full line of Hype
branded products is available at Vibe dispensaries and on the wholesale market.
Despite limited scale (just $7M Q1/21 revenues), Vibe is a profitable entity which appears poised for growth in California.
Management plans to scale operations through expanding the company’s retail footprint both through licenses and the
acquisition of challenged one-off operators and further expanding cultivation capacity. Timing for the retail expansion is positive
given the improving licensing environment in California and persistent presence of challenged underfunded operators in the
state. Following modestly sized financings completed earlier this year, the company is now capable of funding much of these
growth initiatives.
Beyond California, last month Vibe announced plans to expand into Massachusetts and received initial approval to build a
cultivation/production facility in Springfield, MA. We would expect the company to seek out retail opportunities to become
vertically integrated in Massachusetts in the near term and anticipate additional state expansion is likely. With that said, as we
have previously referenced, due to favorable pricing dynamics in the state today and the cap on scale for each license holder,
we believe standalone wholesale operations can be sustainably profitable for operators even longer term in Massachusetts.
Per company reports, management plans to build out a 47K sq. foot facility initially which will be capable of generating 15K lbs.
of premium flower annually in Massachusetts. No time table has been set on this project however management has highlighted
the expectation that the cost will be ~$16K. Vibe will likely have to raise capital to fund this project however we would expect a
non-dilutive transaction is likely feasible given the continued improved capital markets and access to capital for even smaller
operators in the industry so long as profits are attainable.
Through California growth initiatives and the Massachusetts expansion, we believe Vibe can be capable of strong growth moving
forward well beyond current levels ($24M revenues and $3.3M in adjusted EBITDA last year). Management has forecasted
roughly $46M in revenues for 2021 and adjusted EBITDA of $14M while expecting that the year-end run rate would be $61M
and $21M respectively. These forecasts reflect California operations and come before any incremental Massachusetts
contributions.
Relative to forecasts, Vibe currently trades at an EV/Sales multiple of 1.25x 2021 estimates and 0.9x the year end run rate.
Based on EV/EBITDA, VIBE trades at 4.1x and 2.8x respectively.
Current multiples reflect a significant discount to those of the peer group (4.8x ‘21E EV/Sales and 21.1x EV/EBITDA
respectively) and specifically those with a market cap below $250M (1.4x and 8.8x). At the multiple levels of similarly sized
operators, VIBE would be priced between $0.73 and $1.21 or between a 9% and 81% upside to current levels. Considering the
run rate for 2021 as 2022 estimates and peer 2022 valuation multiples makes the pricing upside opportunity appear even
more favorable. Comparative pricing results appear reasonable and suspect that they can be attainable for Vibe with enhanced
investor awareness and execution.
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Vibe Cannabis

Source: Viridian Capital

Additional Notable Underfollowed Names
Other notable underfollowed names with attractive opportunities include:
•

1933 Industries: (US OTC: TGIFF): Wholesaler of distillate and branded products producer in California and Nevada.
Company should benefit from enhanced growth in Nevada on tourism return and restriction lifting.

•

Australis Corporation (US OTC: AUSAF): Acquires and operates US cannabis companies. Favorable portfolio of existing
investments with additional opportunities likely. Takeouts of investment companies could provide upside on
investment.

•

Bell Rock Brands (US OTC: DXBRF): Bell Rock Brands owns the Dixie and Mary’s Medicinals cannabis products brands.
Bell Rock’s portfolio of leading brands looks favorable at time when brands are so sought after. Meanwhile the
company is scaling internal production capacity in order to better profit on brand demand.

•

Body & Mind (US OTC: BAMM): Body & Mind is a multistate operator with assets in Arkansas, California, Nevada and
Ohio. The company is profitable and generates cash with growth initiatives on-going in each of its market.

•

C21 Investments (US OTC: CXXIF): Vertically integrated operator with presence in Nevada and Oregon. Anticipate strong
growth in both these markets in the coming years.

•

CLS Holdings (US OTC: CLSH): Vertically integrated operator in Nevada. Growing branded products presence and plans
to expand to New Mexico through partnership. CLS should disproportionately benefit from return of Las Vegas tourism
given dispensary location in the city and wholesale presence. Growth outside Nevada expected on state expansion
initiatives.

•

Flower One (US OTC: FLOOF): Flower One is a leading wholesale supplier to the Nevada market. Company should
benefit from enhanced growth in Nevada on tourist return and restriction lifting.

•

Grapefruit USA (US OTC: GPFT): Grapefruit is a branded products manufacturer focused on California. Growth should
come on both new product launches and enhanced distribution.

•

Harborside (US OTC: HBOR): Leading California retail operator, one of the first operators in the state. Continued
execution and strong market demand likely to translate to strong results.
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•

Halo Collective (US OTC: HCANF): Wholesaler in California, Nevada and Oregon. Attractive market exposures and
offering of branded products.

•

Marimed (US OTC: MRMD): Multistate operator with presence in Delaware, Illinois, Massachusetts and Maryland.
Marimed has favorable East Coast exposures particularly if recreational legislation comes in the near term for Delaware
and Maryland.

•

Schwazze (US OTC: SHWZ): Schwazze owns and operates Colorado vertically integrated assets and branded products.
Company formerly known as Medicine Man Technologies. Schwazze is rare public operator with significant scale in
Colorado. The company is likely to benefit from strong growth in market and be a potential takeout candidate as MSOs
look to enter the to-date underpenetrated state.

•

Terra Tech: (US OTC: TRTC): Vertically integrated operator with a presence in California, Nevada and Oregon. California,
Nevada and Oregon represent attractive, large high growth markets. Additional growth opportunities likely on potential
future state expansion.

•

Turning Point Brands (NYSE: TPB): Turning Point is known primarily as a tobacco company and is covered as such by
analysts. Turning Point owns the Zig Zag brand though which is one of the most recognized assets in US cannabis and
increased awareness for the company’s cannabis exposure is likely in the near term.
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Rating
Buy (Buy)
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Sell (Sell)
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Analyst Certification
The research analyst responsible for the content of this research report, in whole or in part, certifies that with respect to
each security or issuer that the analyst covered in this report: (1) all of the views expressed accurately reflect his or her
personal views about those securities or issuers and were prepared in an independent manner, including with respect to
Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd.; and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the
specific recommendations or views expressed by the research analyst in this report.
Meaning of Ratings
Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd.’s rating system of Buy, Hold, Sell, Not Rated reflects the analyst’s best judgment of riskadjusted assessment of a security’s 24-month performance.
Buy: A Buy recommendation is assigned to stocks with low risk and approximately 10% expected return or stocks with high
risk and approximately 25% expected return. The analyst recommends investors add to their position.
Hold: A Hold recommendation is assigned to stocks with low risk and less than 10% upside or less than 15% downside or
to stock with high risk and less than 25% upside or less than 15% downside.
Sell: A Sell recommendation is assigned to stocks with an expected negative return of approximately 15%. The analyst
recommends investors reduce their position.
Not Rated: A Not Rated recommendation makes no specific Buy, Hold or Sell recommendation.
Compensation or Securities Ownership
The analyst(s) responsible for covering the securities in this report receives compensation based upon, among other factors,
the overall profitability of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. including profits derived from investment banking revenue and
securities trading and market making revenue. Unless noted in the Company Specific Disclosures section above, the
analyst(s) that prepared the research report did not receive any compensation from the Company or any other companies
mentioned in this report in the previous 12 months, or in connection with the preparation of this report. Unless noted in the
Company Specific Disclosures section above, neither the analyst(s) responsible for covering the securities in this report, nor
members of the analyst(s’) household, has a financial interest in the Company, but in the future may from time to time
engage in transactions with respect to the Company or other companies mentioned in the report.
For compendium reports (a research report covering six or more subject companies) please see the latest published research
to view company specific disclosures.
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Other Important Disclosures
This report is provided for informational purposes only. It is not to be construed as an offer to buy or sell a solicitation of an
offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction. The information and
opinions in this report were prepared by registered employees of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. The information herein is
believed by Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed to be reliable, but
Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.
Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. is regulated by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission, FINRA, and various other
self-regulatory organizations. This report has been prepared in accordance with the laws and regulations governing United
States broker-dealers.
Opinions, estimates, and projections in this report constitute the current judgment of the author as of the date of this report.
They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. and are subject to change without notice. In
addition, opinions, estimates and projections in this report may differ from or be contrary to those expressed by other
business areas or group of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. and its affiliates. Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. has no obligation to update,
modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion,
projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.
Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. does not provide individually tailored investment advice in research reports. This report has been
prepared without regard to the particular investments and circumstances of the recipient. The securities discussed in this
report may not suitable for all investors and investors must make their own investment decisions using their own
independent advisors as they believe necessary and based upon their specific financial situations and investment objectives.
Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. Furthermore, past performance is not
necessarily indicative of future performance. Investment involves risk. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to the
research report. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should obtain independent
professional advice.
Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. salespeople, traders and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or
trading strategies to our clients that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this research. Bradley
Woods & Co. Ltd. may seek to offer investment banking services to all companies under research coverage. Bradley Woods
& Co. Ltd. and/or its affiliates expect to receive or intend to seek investment-banking related compensation from the
company or companies mentioned in this report within the next three months.
This research report (the "Report") is investment research, which has been prepared on an independent basis by Bradley
Woods & Co. Ltd., a member of FINRA and SIPC, with offices at 805 Third Avenue, 18th Floor, New York, NY USA, 10022.
Electronic research is simultaneously available to all clients. This research report is provided to Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd.
clients and may not be redistributed, retransmitted, disclosed, copied, photocopied, or duplicated, in whole or in part, or in
any form or manner, without the express written consent of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. Receipt and review of this research
report constituted your agreement not to redistribute, retransmit, or disclose to others the contents, opinions, conclusion
or information contained in this report (including any investment recommendations, estimates, or target prices) without
first obtaining express permission from Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. In the event that this research report is sent to you by a
party other than Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd., please note that the contents may have been altered from the original, or
comments may have been added, which may not be the opinions of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. In such case, neither Bradley
Woods & Co. Ltd., nor its affiliates or associated persons, are responsible for the altered research report.
This report and any recommendation contained herein speak only as of the date of this report and are subject to change
without notice. Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. and its affiliated companies and employees shall have no obligation to update or
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amend any information or opinion contained in this report, and the frequency of subsequent reports, if any, remain in the
discretion of the author and Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd.
Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. may effect transactions in the securities of companies discussed in this research report on a
riskless principal or agency basis. Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd.’s affiliated entities may, at any time, hold a trading position
(long or short) in the securities of the companies discussed in this report. Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. and its affiliates may
engage in such trading in a manner inconsistent with this research report. All intellectual property rights in the research
report belong to Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. Any and all matters related to this research report shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York.
This report is not directed at, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of,
or located in any locality, state, country, or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability, or use would
be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. and its affiliates to any registration or
licensing requirements within such jurisdictions.
The Bradley Woods Form CRS, Client Relationship Summary, can be accessed here.
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